"Panoptomically Incorrect" was written to give feminine voice to Michel Foucault’s (1975) interpretation of panopticism. It was inspired by the readings of bell hooks (2010), Judith Butler (1988) and Helene Cixous (1976), whose l’écriture feminine challenged women to examine literary and critical theory outside of the realm of common patriarchal structures. The poem implicates Jeremy Bentham’s (Foucault, 1975) architectural design of disciplinary surveillance systems as a masculine power construct whose effect on women is exacerbated by gender-biased marginalization and the negative social influences of the oppositional gaze. The artist uses a free verse poetic style to assail its pervasiveness which has been exacerbated through the development of advanced surveillance technology.

Visual images of literary and performance artists recognize women of color as uniquely vulnerable to excessive surveillance. African American women writers, poets, and performers were so scrutinized by the J. Edgar Hoover - era Federal Bureau of Investigation during the 1960s civil rights movement, along with their male artistic counterparts (Maxwell, 2015). As part of counterintelligence programs designed to neutralize threats of social and civil discourse, these artists were routinely monitored, and their works diminished through propaganda campaigns to mitigate their social influence (Maxwell, 2015). Despite these efforts, dancer Pearl Primus (Griffin, 2013), scholar and activist Angela Davis (2016), writer Gloria Naylor, and poets Nikki Giovanni and Sonia Sanchez (Maxwell, 2015) were fearless in their pursuit of truth in their social critiques through literature, art and performance. Their strength epitomizes the essence of the “Nasty Woman” and in their persistence in speaking truth to power they have laid a foundation for the indomitable resistance activists of today, exemplified in this piece by performance artist, Margaret Cho and the triptych trope of the Women’s March.

Building on Jeremy Bentham’s concept of panopticon is significant in the construction of Othering, to the extent that its racialization signals those moments when enactments of surveillance reify boundaries, borders and bodies along racial
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lines, and where the outcome is often discriminatory treatment toward those deemed as out of place (Browne, 2015, p. 16). Despite this intense watch, abuses of power against racialized bodies are commonly ignored or normalized. “Panoptically Incorrect” juxtaposes this anomaly to challenge the design’s efficacy as well as its ethics.
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